Based on high-resolution spectra obtained with PHOENIX at Gemini-South, CRIRES at VLT-UT1, and ESPaDOnS at CFHT, we present new measurements of the radial and projected rotational velocities of 219 low-mass stars. The target likely membership was initially established using the Bayesian analysis tool recently presented in Malo et al. (2013) , taking into account only the position, proper motion and photometry of the stars to assess their membership probability. In the present study, we include radial velocity as an additional input to our analysis, and in doing so we confirm the high membership probability for 130 candidates: 27 in β Pictoris, 22 in Tucana-Horologium, 25 in Columba, 7 in Carina, 18 in Argus and 18 in AB Doradus and 13 with an ambiguous membership. Our analysis also confirms the membership of 57 stars proposed in the literature. A subsample of 16 candidates was observed at three or more epochs, allowing us to discover 6 new spectroscopic binaries. The fraction of binaries in our sample is 25%, consistent with values in the literature. Twenty percent of the stars in our sample show projected rotational velocities (v sin i) higher than 30 km s −1 and therefore are considered as fast rotators. A parallax and other youth indicators are still needed to fully confirm the 130 highly probable candidates identified here as new bona fide members. Finally, based on the X-ray emission of bona fide and highly probable group members, we show that for low-mass stars in the 12-120 Myr age range, the X-ray luminosity is an excellent indicator of youth and better than the more traditionally used R X parameter, the ratio of X-ray to bolometric luminosity.
1. INTRODUCTION The search for young low-mass stars in the solar neighborhood has gained tremendous momentum recently as the youth and intrinsic faintness of these objects make them prime targets for planet searches through high-contrast imaging. This is both because young planetary-mass companions shine brighter and because low-mass stars are less luminous, which loosens the imaging contrast requirements. Finding more Young Moving Group (YMG) members also has intrinsic interest: to refine these YMG characteristics (initial mass function, age, velocities, spatial extent), to complete the solar neighborhood census, and to improve and develop new youth indicators.
As YMG members share common kinematics and span similar age ranges, one can search for overlooked members through a detailed kinematic and photometric analysis of nearby stars. The Hipparcos mission, combined with multiple radial velocity studies (e.g., Anderson & Francis 2012; de Bruijne & Eilers 2012) led to the identification of the most massive members of these groups, but the relatively shallow completeness magnitude (V = 7 − 9) prevented the detection of low-mass members (i.e., later than M5). Assuming that YMG stars follow a typical Initial Mass Function (IMF), the vast majority of low-mass members are expected to have gone unnoticed. This led to a number of efforts to extend measurements of proper motion, radial velocity and parallax to the nearby low-mass dwarfs (e.g., Shkolnik et al. 2012) .
Proper motion studies beyond the reach of Hipparcos also benefitted greatly from the advent other all-sky surveys (e.g., Lépine & Simon 2009; Zacharias et al. 2013 ) reaching fainter magnitudes. In particular, infrared proper motions can now be obtained by correlating the WISE and 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2012 ) surveys, which is ideally suited to measure proper motions well into the substellar regime (Rodriguez et al. 2013; Gagné et al. 2013) . These all-sky photometric surveys have now been supplemented by radial velocity (RV) measurements coming from various works. Surveys like the Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE; Steinmetz et al. 2006; Zwitter et al. 2008) and SDSS (York et al. 2000) performed RV measurements on a large sample of stars, while others were focussed on old low-mass dwarfs (Delfosse et al. 1998; Jenkins et al. 2009; Chubak et al. 2012; Soubiran et al. 2013) . These RV studies are key for studying Galactic dynamics. Finally, and not least, parallax measurements of solar neighborhood stars is spear-headed by the CTIOPI and RECONS group (Riedel et al. 2014 (Riedel et al. , 2011 (Riedel et al. , 2010 and other works (Lépine & Simon 2009; Shkolnik et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2013 ) focusing on the lowest mass component of the solar neighborhood.
To complete the census of nearby young kinematic group members, kinematics alone is not enough to confirm membership, independent youth indicators are also mandatory to confirm the age of these stars. The high magnetic activity of young stars gives rise to various indicators such as Hα emission, X-ray and UV (Preibisch & Feigelson 2005; Shkolnik et al. 2011; Rodriguez et al. 2011 Rodriguez et al. , 2013 . Other spectroscopic indicators include the Li abundance (Mentuch et al. 2008; da Silva et al. 2009 ) and others like sodium and calcium doublets (Na; 8183-8195Å, Ca: 8498-8542Å) that trace low-surface gravity (Lyo et al. 2004; Slesnick et al. 2006; Mentuch et al. 2008 ; Shkolnik et al. 2009 ). Stellar rotation and gyrochronology can also be used for constraining the age of an isolated star through a comparison with young stars in open clusters of known ages such as the Hyades, Pleiades and IC2391 (Irwin et al. 2011; López-Santiago et al. 2009; Messina et al. 2010; López-Santiago et al. 2010) . Recently, Reiners & Mohanty (2012) presented the angular momentum evolution in low-mass stars, which can also be used as a youth indicator. To assess the membership of a given star to the known YMGs, a complete description of these groups is essential: their space velocity, spatial extent, luminosity along with appropriate youth indicators. Based on such YMG descriptions, any given star candidate member of a YMG can have its observational properties (proper motion, radial velocity, absolute magnitude) compared against actual observations.
In the present paper, we present the follow-up of the 130 highly candidate members of young kinematic groups identified or re-identified in a previous paper (Malo et al. 2013, hereafter Paper I) . In that paper, we presented an analysis tool (BANYAN 1 ) based on Bayesian inference to assess the membership probability of a given low-mass star to nearby YMGs. This analysis has unveiled a large population of potentially new young low-mass stars but those stars cannot be confirmed as bona fide members of their respective association until knowledge of their radial velocity, parallax measurements and signs of youth are secured. The present work focuses on the radial and projected rotational velocity measurements which were measured through the cross-correlation technique using the infrared and optical domain. The paper is structured as follows. The sample and the observations are presented in § 2 and data reduction is presented in § 3. A presentation of the radial and projected rotational velocity measurements follows in § 4. The identification and confirmation of highly candidate members is described in § 5 and § 6 is devoted to a discussion of rotation-age and X-ray luminosity relations. Concluding remarks follow in § 7.
SAMPLE AND OBSERVATIONS
A detailed account of our initial search sample has been presented in Paper I. In summary, our original sample of stars show chromospheric X-ray and Hα emissions, and have good I c photometry and proper motion measurements (<0.2mag and >4σ). In Paper I, the I-band photometric data came from several studies. Recently, the UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013 ) catalog published I-band photometric data from the APASS 2 survey. For this paper, we use an uniform source of I-band photometric data by using APASS-i ′ instead of DENIS and SDSS-DR8 catalogs, when possible. We transform the APASS-i ′ magnitude from UCAC4 catalog to I c using conversion derived from the standards of Landolt (Landolt 2009 ). The transformation is :
I c = i APASS − 0.546 (1) and accurate within 0.05 mag over 0.9< I c -J <2.0.
Using I-band photometry from the UCAC4 catalog has added 141 stars that were not included in Paper I because the I-band photometry was not available. Our initial sample was thus increased to 920 low-mass (K5V-M5V) stars, of which 75 were previously identified as young stars in the literature. By applying our Bayesian analysis to this extended sample, we found 247 candidate members with a membership probability (P) over 90%, amongh which 50 were already proposed as candidate members in the literature. These candidates were restricted to the seven closest (<100 pc) and youngest (<100 Myr) co-moving groups considered in Paper I: TW Hydrae Association (TWA; de la Reza et al. 1989) , β Pictoris Moving Group (βPMG; Zuckerman et al. 2001a ), Tucana-Horologium Association (THA; Zuckerman & Webb 2000; Torres et al. 2000) , Columba Association (COL; Torres et al. 2008) , Carina Association (CAR; Torres et al. 2008) , Argus Association (ARG; Makarov & Urban 2000) and AB Doradus Moving Group (ABDMG; Zuckerman & Song 2004 ).
2.1. Observations As described in Paper I, our statistical analysis yields a membership probability, a prediction of the radial velocity and the most probable statistical distance for each star. Membership confirmation requires both a parallax and RV measurements consistent with prediction of the analysis. Some candidate members listed in Paper I present ambiguous memberships i.e. they could belong to two or more YMGs; the radial velocities predicted for those groups differ by a few km s −1 . Therefore, high resolution spectroscopy with accuracy of a few km s −1 was required to clarify the membership of ambiguous candidates. Observations were performed using two near-infrared spectrographs, PHOENIX (Hinkle et al. 2003) and CRIRES (Kaeufl et al. 2004) , and one optical spectrograph, ESPaDOnS (Donati et al. 2006) . In all cases, a set of slowly rotating radial-velocity standards were observed to calibrate our measurements. These template observations are summarized in Table 1. 2.1.1. PHOENIX In 2009 and 3 , PHOENIX at Gemini-South was used with the 0.34 ′′ wide slit in combination with the H6420 ordersorting filter (1.547 µm -1.568 µm) to reach a resolving power of R ∼ 52,000 (4 pixels). This wavelength domain was selected as it is advantageously free of strong terrestrial absorption lines (Mazeh et al. 2002) .
Observations were obtained with a typical ABBA dither pattern along the slit with individual exposures of 60 to 300 seconds depending on the target brightness. This observing strategy facilitates the removal of sky emission lines through the subtraction of two consecutive images. Along with each science target observation, a slowly radial velocity standard was observed immediately before or after. We also observed 12 M0-M3V slow rotators, which were used to calibrate measurements of rotational broadening. The typical signal-tonoise ratio (S/N) achieved was respectively 30-50 and 90-120 per spectral pixel for science targets and radial velocity standards. Using that setup, 243 observations of 155 stars were obtained with a S/N sufficient to extract radial velocity measurements with an accuracy better than 1 km s −1 . We also used two archival radial velocity standards (GJ 382 and GJ 447) from the Gemini archive, which were observed during the GS-2002B-Q-11 program with the same setup. The reduction was done using the same method as explained above. power of 50,000 and 80,000, respectively. The dithering strategy and individual exposure times were similar to that used with PHOENIX. Each science program also included observations of radial velocity standards and slow rotators. The achieved S/N was respectively 30-70 and 90-120 per spectral pixel for science targets and radial velocity standards. This observing strategy produced high S/N spectra allowing radial velocity measurements with accuracies better than 1 km s
for 105 observations of 88 stars.
2.1.3. ESPaDOnS Starting in 2010, 53 stars were observed with ESPaDOnS, a visible light echelle spectrograph at CFHT 5 . Observations were done using the "star+sky" mode combined with the "slow" and "normal" CCD readout mode, to get a resolving power of R∼68,000 covering the 3700 to 10500 Åspectral domain over 40 grating orders. The total integration time per target was between 5 and 120 minutes.
3. DATA REDUCTION 
Near-infrared Data
The data were reduced in a standard fashion for longslit spectroscopy, using custom IDL routines. The individual nods frames were first dark subtracted and divided by a normalized flat field (only for CRIRES data). For PHOENIX data, flat image contains fringe thus we do not use the flat images. The nods frames were then pair-subtracted, and we forced that dispersion to be perpendicular to the trace by correcting the slit inclinaison. The 1-D spectrum extraction was obtained from the intensity difference image, where a median Gaussian fitting in the spatial direction was used (in both positive and negative traces). Both the datasets were wavelength-calibrated using five strong OH emission lines (1.5539711, 1.5540945, 1.5545890, 1.5546393, 1.5570159 µm; Rousselot et al. 2000) that encompass the wavelength domain used.
The noise in each spectrum was determined by measuring the pixel-to-pixel scatter along the extracted 1-D spectrum. Each spectrum was corrected for the barycentric velocity component of the Earth using the IDL function baryvel which is available as part of the astrolib package 6 . For visual binary stars, we reduced each component by fitting two Gaussian profiles to the trace. 5 CFHT program: 11AC13, 11BC08, 11BC99, 12AC23, 12BC24,  13AC23, 13BC33 6 idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov 3.2. ESPaDOnS Data The ESPaDOnS observations were reduced by CFHT using UPENA 1.0, an in-house software that calls the Libre-ESpRIT pipeline (Donati et al. 1997) . In the present analysis, we used the processed spectra with the continuum normalized to 1 and automatic wavelength correction from telluric lines.
RESULTS
The extracted high-resolution spectra enabled measurement of the science target radial velocity from the observed Doppler shift, and the projected rotational velocity (v sin i) from the width of the absorption lines. All 403 observations were analysed using the procedure described in Section 4.1. Table 8 summarizes all measurements.
In addition, it was possible to investigate the multiplicity fraction of these stars by classifying them into three categories: 1) visual binaries (using the acquisition images); 2) double-line spectroscopic binaries (SB2); and 3) single-line spectroscopic binaries (SB1).
Radial and projected rotational velocity measurements
The radial velocity (RV) and projected rotational velocity (v sin i) were measured through a cross-correlation between each individual spectrum and a template. The template consisted in radial velocity standard (see Table 1 ) convolved with rotational profiles and artificially Doppler shifted. All spectra were effectively re-sampled at equal steps of log λ to properly sample data in equal velocity bins. In artificially broadening standard star spectra, the rotational profiles defined in Gray (1992) were adopted, or more specifically we used the IDL astrolib routine ls f _rotate. The limb darkening was set to a typical value of 0.6. The RV and v sin i parameters were scanned between -150 and 150 km s −1 and between 1 and 120 km s −1 , respectively. The maximum of the Cross-Correlation Function (CCF) was found by fitting a Gaussian function to the central peak. That yielded the best value of RV and v sin i . For each template, a χ 2 minimization map in 2-D (RV and v sin i) was generated and the template producing the lowest χ 2 was adopted which yielded the final RV and v sin i measurements.
The wavelengths across which the analysis was performed were the same for all near-infrared datasets (between 1.553 and 1.5575 µm). For the optical data, cross-correlation was performed on an order by order basis between 531 to 793 nm. Only parts of orders devoid of strong telluric absorption were used, these are orders: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37 and 42. For double-line spectroscopic binary cases, the two peaks seen in the CCF map were both fitted by a Gaussian function. Figure 1 presents a comparison between radial and projected rotational velocity measurements from this analysis and those compiled from the literature. There is an excellent correlation between the literature values and those observed from this work, with a standard deviation of 1.3, 1.9 and 0.8 km s −1 for PHOENIX, CRIRES and ESPaDOnS, respectively. Except for one star (J05332558-5117131), we have similar results for projected rotational velocity measurements. We cannot exclude that this exception is a spectroscopic binary, which was unresolved during our observations but mostly resolved during Torres et al. (2006) Our sources of uncertainty on radial velocity measurement (similar for v sin i measurements) fall into three categories, which are expressed in the Equation 2:
where σ noise is the statistical spectrum noise, σ rvstd is the uncertainty of the RV standard and σ rvvsini is the systematic error as a function of v sin i. The σ noise was determined by repeating, through a Monte Carlo analysis, the procedure explained in Section 4, this time adding Gaussian noise to each spectral pixel and measuring the standard deviation of the resulting distribution. The second source of uncertainty taken into account is the error on RV and v sin i of the slowly-rotating radial velocity templates, whose values are tabulated in Table 1 . The third source is the systematic uncertainty from the RV offset which is effectively measured when comparing RV of an artificially broadened slowly-rotating template to its original self. That RV offset as a function of v sin i was determined for each template. Figure 2 presents the systematic RV offset as a function of v sin i when GJ 382 is used as a radial velocity template for the three instruments. 
Multiplicity fraction
Properties of multiple systems provide strong empirical constraints on star formation theories and evolution. Moreover, double-lined spectroscopic binaries allow precise determination of dynamical properties of the components, including the mass ratio . One clear observational trend, which has gradually emerged is that the multiplicity fraction gradually decreases with decreasing stellar mass (Janson et al. 2012 ).
During our follow-up program, a sample of hiterto unidentified visual or spectroscopic binaries was uncovered. From the 219 observed stars, we found 37 visual binary (VB), 12 double-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB2) and 6 single-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB1) showing radial velocity variations of more than 5 km s −1 . Table 2 lists the properties of the binary systems found within our program.
It is worthwhile to note that for 78% of the βPMG and AB-DMG candidate binary systems, our statistical analysis predicted an overluminosity compared to bona fide members. This overluminosity prediction decreases to 33% for THA, COl, CAR and ARG candidates. As stated in Paper I, this overluminosity could be the result of unresolved binarity. For βPMG and ABDMG, our follow-up observations give credence to our analysis for identifying binary systems.
We find a binary fraction for the low-mass components of 25%, which is consistent with the value published in the literature (25%,42% Leinert et al. 1997; Delfosse et al. 2004 ). Shkolnik et al. (2010) find from a sample of 185 X-ray M dwarfs a spectroscopic binary fraction of 16%. Janson et al. (2012) find a multiplicity fraction for M0V-M5V dwarfs and separations between 0.08 ′′ and 6 ′′ of 27± 3%. Bergfors et al. (2010) estimated the multiplicity fraction for young M0V-M6V dwarfs (<600 Myr) with an angular separation 0.1 ′′ to 6 ′′ to be 32±6%. We note that ultrafast rotators (v sin i > 50 km s −1 ) could be unresolved spectroscopic binaries with two rapidly rotating components. Therefore, a second epoch of measurements is needed to rule out the binary status. An example of such behaviour is the TWA candidate member SCR 1425-4113 (see Riedel et al. 2014) . While the CRIRES observation did not enable us to detect the two binary components, we measured a v sin i of 95 km s −1 . The second observation with ESPaDOnS enabled us to resolve the two components of the system.
CANDIDATES MEMBERSHIP
The statistical analysis presented in Paper I assumed no prior knowledge of the radial velocity information for most systems 7 . The radial velocity obtained in this work can be used to further constraint their membership. Our analysis is based on a kinematical model that takes into account the mean Galactic space velocities (UVW ) and Galactic positions (XY Z) along with their dispersion. Those parameters, given in Paper I, have been slightly modified to take into account several new proposed members from recent studies (Riedel et al. 2014; Shkolnik et al. 2012; Weinberger et al. 2013; Wahhaj et al. 2011) . The following stars are considered new bona fide members; in βPMG: 2MASSJ01112542+1526214 (LP 467-16AB), 2MASSJ05064946-2135038 (GJ 3332BC), 2MASSJ05064991-2135091 (GJ 3331A), HIP 23418ABCD and 2MASSJ03350208+2342356; in TWA: TWA2 and TWA12; and in ABDMG: 2MASSJ06091922-3549311 (CD-35 2722 AB), J07234358+2024588 (BD+20 1790) and HIP 107948. For the sole purpose of establishing the core membership of the association, two outlier stars were removed from the bona fide member list. We removed HIP 51317 (M2V) from the ABDMG bona fide member list because its X-ray luminosity appears to be much more compatible with a field star (see Section 6.2). HIP 24947 in THA was also excluded because it has ambiguous radial velocity measurements (15.2, 23.9 km s −1 ; Bobylev et al. 2007; ) that place it either in THA or COL. Table 3 summarizes the main properties of YMGs.
This study presents RV measurements for 368 low-mass stars, of which 202 are new measurements and 166 are compiled from the literature. We also presents v sin i measurements for 270 stars, of which 202 are new measurements and 68 are compiled from the literature A weighted average of all RV and v sin i measurements was adopted for stars with multiple measurements (see Tables 9 and 10 ). Adding the RV information in our Bayesian tool, we found 130 highlyprobable YMG candidates with membership probabilities (P v ) in excess of 90%. Of these, a subgroup of 117 can be uniquely associated with a single existing YMG, and the remaining 13 have high membership probabilities to two or more YMGs. A trigonometric distance is required to assign membership without ambiguity. The 117 candidates are divided the following way between parent YMGs: 27 in βPMG, 22 in THA, 25 in COL, 7 in CAR, 18 in ARG and 18 in ABDMG. In addition, we confirmed the high membership probability of 57 candidates previously proposed in the literature. Table 6 presents the properties of the strong YMG candidates which have a P v above 90%.
For fast rotators with v sin i > 30 km s −1 the RV becomes more uncertain which prevents significant constraints on the membership to be set. However, the rapid rotation deduced from the large v sin i when combined with other youth indicators (Malo et al. in prep) help constrain the age within certain broad limits (see Section 5.1). Candidates whose membership probability decreases when RV is included in the analysis but have a high projected rotational velocity (> 30 km s −1 ) are tabulated in Table 6. 5.1. Kinematic model prediction As explained in Section 4 of Paper I, predicted radial velocity for candidate members are derived from a kinematic Luhman et al. (2005) model, using Galactic space velocities of bona fide members as input parameters. One way to assess the accuracy of this model is to look for systematic differences between predicted and observed radial velocity measurements. Figure 3 presents a comparison between predicted and observed radial velocities for 111 candidate members with P v > 90%; as expected, the agreement between model predictions and observations is excellent. For βPMG candidate members, we observe a systematic difference of 3-5 km s −1 for a radial velocity range between -10 and 0 km s −1 . This systematic difference is also shown in Figure 4 and seem to increase as a function of distance. This may be a hint that the kinematic properties of low-mass members of βPMG differ slightly from that of the bulk population.
New bona fide members
Although our observations and analysis unveiled 117 new highly probable candidate members to YMGs, a word of caution is necessary before assigning a firm membership to these objects. These candidates will be attributed the status of bona fide members only after their parallax is measured and shown to be consistent with the statistical distance predicted by our analysis. These candidates should also show evidence of youth through other indicators, e.g. lithium EW strength, lowsurface gravity, and -as argued in the next section -relatively strong X-ray luminosity. Recent parallax and radial velocity measurements along with spectroscopic observations provide evidence for adding three new low-mass stars to the list of bona fide members. Those systems are briefly discussed below.
2MASSJ00275035-3233238 (GJ 2006A) and 2MASSJ00275035-3233238 (GJ 2006B). This binary system (ρ=18 ′′ , M3.5Ve+M3.5Ve) was first proposed to be a member of βPMG by Riedel et al. (2014) who measured a trigonometric distance of 32.3±1.8 pc, consistent with our predicted statistical distance of 32±2 pc. Its spectrum shows sign of low gravity (hence youth) as evidenced by the strength of the NaI8200 index. Our radial velocity measurements (8.8±0.2 km s −1 and 8.5±0.2 km s −1 ) are consistent with the prediction (8.4±1.5 km s −1 ) of our kinematic model and yield a very high membership probability in βPMG : P v = 99.9% and P v+π = 99.9% .
2MASSJ06131330-2742054 (SCR 0613-2742AB
). This is another binary system (ρ=0.093 ′′ , M4V unresolved) proposed to be a member of βPMG by Riedel et al. (2014) at a trigonometric distance of 29.4±0.9 pc, consistent with our statistical distance of 25±6 pc. Our RV (22.5±0.2 km s −1 ) is also consistent with that measured by Riedel et al. (22.54±1.16 km s −1 ), all of which yield a very high membership probability (P v+π = 99.9%) in βPMG. The system also shows low-surface gravity based on the NaI8200 index. There is no lithium absorption which is expected for βPMG bona fide members near the lithium depletion boundary (Riedel et al. 2014; Yee & Jensen 2010) for βPMG. It is interesting to note that our analysis correctly predicts the binary nature of this star without knowledge of the parallax and the RV.
2MASSJ14252913-4113323 (SCR 1425-4113AB
). This spectroscopic binary system (M2.5(sb)) was first proposed to be a potential member of TWA (with a marginal kinematic fit) by Riedel et al. (2014) . Its NaI8200 index is consistent with a low-gravity object. It shows EW Li absorption (595 mÅ) consistent with a membership in TWA. However, our radial velocity (-2.0±1.6 km s −1 ) is more consistent with a membership in βPMG with a predicted RV of -1.5±1.8 km s −1 compared to 1.5±2.8 km s −1 for TWA. When constrained with the trigonometric distance (66.9±4.3 pc) measured by Riedel et al., our analysis yields a membership probability of 89.2% in βPMG assuming a binary system. This star is yet another system for which our analysis correctly predicts its binary nature without RV and parallax measurements. If in βPMG, this star would be the most distant M dwarf of the βPMG. However, given its relatively large distance combined with a large Li EW much more consistent with an association younger than βPMG (e.g TWA), one should be cautious before assigning a bona fide membership to βPMG for SCR 1425-4113AB. This is beyond the scope of this paper but one should consider other distant associations (e.g the Scorpius-Centaurus complex; Song et al. 2012) in our Bayesian analysis to firmly establish the membership of this young system. It is interesting to note that the star HIP 86598 (F9V) at 72 pc, formerly identified in βPMG by Kiss et al. (2011) , was recently proposed by Song et al. (2012) to be a member of the Scorpius-Centaurus region.
DISCUSSION
Kinematics and Galactic positions alone are not sufficient to ascertain YMG membership, youth also needs to be established by verifying that candidates and bona fide members share similar measurements. Here we discuss how stellar rotation and X-ray luminosity can be used for constraining the age of young low-mass stars.
Rotation-Age Relation
Past studies of the rotation periods of stars in young clusters and in the field have established that stellar rotation is a function of mass, age and magnetic activity, and that the rotation rates generally decrease with age (Soderblom 2010) . The first parametrization of the empirical stellar rotation spindown was introduced by Skumanich (1972) , using projected rotational velocity as a proxy of the rotation rate. This parametrization takes the form of a power law, with an index of -0.5 (v sin i α to t −1/2 ). More recently, much attention has been paid to studying the stellar rotation rate evolution in the low-mass regime (<1 M ⊙ ), which eventually led to the development of gyrochronology (Barnes 2003 (Barnes , 2007 .
One of the main outstanding problems within this area of research in understanding the angular momentum evolution of young late-type stars (K7V-M6V), for which the spin-up due to contraction competes with the spin-down due to magnetic braking (Reiners & Mohanty 2012) . The stellar rotation rate evolution of M0V-M3V dwarfs can be broadly broken down into three main phases. During the first few million years, after the star is formed, the stellar rotation slows down due to interactions with the circumstellar disk. After the primordial disk dissipates, the stellar rotation rate increases until the star reaches the zero-age main sequence, and then finally decreases over time according to the power-law relation of Skumanich (1972) . However, given the dispersion of rotation periods for old M dwarfs (Irwin et al. 2011) , the exact exponent of the power law may depend on the magnetic field geometry of the stars. Observational data on the stellar rotation of low-mass stars at different ages and masses thus provide key insignts into their evolution (Reiners & Mohanty 2012) . To help investigate how stellar rotation evolves as a function of age, we compiled measurements of v sin i for the M0V-M5V bona fide members of YMGs (see Table 5 ), which include 7 stars from βPMG, 4 stars from ABDMG and 2 stars for all THA, COL, CAR, and ARG YMGs. We excluded the binary systems from this analysis because their v sin i measurements could potentially be biased by blended line profiles, for spectroscopic binaries, and because stellar rotation evolution in binary systems could be affected by angular momentum exchanges between their components. We also compiled v sin i measurements for old M0V-M5V stars with a trigonometric parallax and X-ray detection from several sources (Delfosse et al. 1998; Glebocki & Gnacinski 2005; Reiners & Basri 2008; Jenkins et al. 2009; Lépine et al. 2013 ). This old sample comprises 39 stars and their properties are presented in Table 11 . Figure 5 (top) presents the cumulative distribution of v sin i for the M0V-M5V bona fide members of βPMG and AB-DMG compared to that of the old sample. We estimated the median and dispersion of these distributions by fitting a lognormal function, as proposed by Weise et al. (2010) . Table 4 summarises the median v sin i along with their dispersion for YMG and field stars. As visible in Figure 5 , there is a trend for v sin i to decrease with age between βPMG and field stars. We compared the distributions of v sin i pairwise by performing a double-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test using the IDL routine kstwo. We found that field v sin i measurements are clearly not drawn from the same distribution as that of βPMG; the K-S probability that both distributions are the same is only Table 4 ). Bottom panel: v sin i cummulative distribution of candidate members excluding binary systems. Figure 5 presents the cumulative distributions of v sin i for our candidate members of the different YMGs with P v > 90%, along with the distribution for the old sample. Since our detection limits are between 3 and 8 km s −1 , depending on the slowly-rotating standard stars used, we reached only upper limits on v sin i for 28 candidates (see Table 6 ); these candidates were excluded from the figure.
0.1%. The bottom panel of the
To quantify the similarity between our samples of candidates and the bona fide members, we once again performed a K-S test as above. Overall the candidate distributions are very similar to the bona fide YMG distributions with K-S probabilities of 20-73%. Accordingly, the probabilities that the v sin i of our candidates were drawn from the same distribution as those of the field sample are very low, 0.0002-0.0003%. Similar results were also found by . It thus appears empirically that young low-mass stars in the age range defined by βPMG and ABDMG have larger v sin i than their old counterparts in the field. In our candidates sample, there are 22 ultrafast rotators (> 50 km s −1 ), including 8 stars that were identified as binary systems; for the 14 remainning fast rotators we cannot rule out the possibility that they are also unresolved binary systems.
X-ray luminosity-Age Relation
Past studies on stellar activity of low-mass stars have shown a saturation limit when the v sin i is compared to the R X parameter, the ratio of X-ray to bolometric luminosity (Preibisch & Feigelson 2005; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . This parameter is convenient as an activity proxy because it is independent of distance but it must rely on an estimate of the bolometric flux of the star. In order to quantify the sensitivity of the R X parameter vs age for YMG stars, we have compiled ROSAT X-ray luminosities of all known bona fide low-mass members with spectral type later than M0V. This sample com- Figure 6 presents the cumulative distribution of R X for young bona fide members and old field dwarfs. While one can see a clear difference between young and old stars, there is no obvious distinction between βPMG and ABDMG members.
The bottom panel of Figure 6 presents the cumulative distribution of log L X for M0V-M5V bona fide members compared to the old low-mass population. The X-ray luminosity is calculated using this formulae 8 :
One clearly see a difference of ∼ 0.6 dex between βPMG and ABDMG members. Even if we take into account the uncertainties on the ROSAT counts, HR1 ratio and parallax (error bar on Figure 6) , the difference between the two young samples is significant. A K-S test performed on both distributions shows that they are different at a confidence level of 94.4%. We estimated the mean and dispersion of each distribution by fitting error functions (see the Table 4 ). We note that Preibisch & Feigelson (2005) found similar results for Chamaeleon association and the Pleiades group, where these two groups have similar ages compared to βPMG and ABDMG. Overall, relatively young stars represented by βPMG members are two orders of magnitude more luminous than M dwarfs in the field and this luminosity excess remains significant (a factor of ∼4) compared to older AMDMG members. This analysis shows that the X-ray luminosity is an excellent youth indicator for M dwarfs in the age range defined by βPMG and ABDMG members. This youth diagnostic is very complementary to the common method of using the presence of the lithium reson-nance line at 6707.8 . However, since lithium is rapidly depleted in M dwarfs, especially fully convective ones (∼M3V), lithium is a useful youth indicator only for low-mass stars younger than a few 10 7 yrs. Using the X-ray luminosity as youth indicator extends by roughly an order of magnitude the age range covered by the lithium method.
We performed the same analysis on our candidate members, where the X-ray luminosity was determined using the statistical distance (see Table 6 ), as a proxy of the parallax (log L s X ). As shown in Paper I, the statistical distance is a reliable estimate of the true distance within an uncertainty of ∼10%. Figure 7 presents the cumulative distribution of log L s X for our highly probable members compared to the low-mass field dwarfs. The amplitude of the error bars is ∼0.3 dex and take into account the uncertainties on both the ROSAT flux and the statistical distance. The same trend for the X-ray luminosity to increase at young ages is confirmed with the candidates. One can see in Figure 7 that the βPMG distribution shows an excess of low-luminosity objects which could find an explanation if the statistical distance of these objects is somewhat different from reality. In fact, we do have a parallax for one βPMG candidate member and indeed, when one uses the true distance to infer its X-ray luminosity, its value is brought much closer to the nominal distribution for this association.
In order to investigate the behavior of the X-ray luminosity with spectral type (mass), we divide our candidates into two groups: M0V-M2V (partly convective stars) and M3V-M5V (fully convective stars). Figure 8 presents the cumulative distribution of X-ray luminosity, for both groups in βPMG and ABDMG. Table 4 summarises the median log L X along with their dispersion for YMGs and field stars. The X-ray luminosity for M3V-M5V βPMG candidates is slightly lower (with a higher dispersion) compared to the M0V-M2V group, and the same behavior is seen for ABDMG candidate members. More observations are clearly needed to confirm this trend which may provide some insights for understanding the X-ray property and magnetic activity of low-mass stars near the brown dwarf boundary.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The study aims at extending the census of low-mass star members of seven young nearby associations. A Bayesian statistical analysis described in Paper I was developed for identifying candidates based on a minimal set of observables (proper motion, photometry, position in the sky) combined with a kinematic model of the association. This method yields a membership probability to a given association as well as the most probable (statistical) distance and the predicted radial velocity. In the present study, radial velocity measurements were used to better constrain the membership of the candidates.
Starting from a sample of 920 stars, all showing indicators of youth such as Hα and/or X-rays emission, our analysis selected 247 candidates with a membership probability over 90%. To confirm the predicted membership, we have secured radial velocity measurements for 202 candidate members. These measurements were combined with a compilation of 166 measurements from the literature to select a list of 130 young K and M stars with a membership probability to all YMGs exceeding 90% when the radial velocity is included in our Bayesian analysis. A subgroup of 117 candidates are associated with a single YMG distributed as follows : 27 in βPMG, 22 in THA, 25 in COL, 7 in CAR, 18 in ARG and 18 in ABDMG. We investigated the rotation-age relation and found that stellar rotation (v sin i) of young M dwarfs is significantly higher compared the their field counterparts. We also find that the X-ray luminosity of ∼12-22 Myr-old βPMG members are typically two orders of magnitude more luminous compared to field stars; this luminosity excess is a factor of ∼4 com-pared to older (∼100 Myr) ABDMG members. Thus, the Xray luminosity appears to be an excellent age discriminant for M dwarfs.
This work has unveiled a large population of highly probable low-mass members to nearby YMGs. A parallax, and ideally other indications of youth, are mandatory to firmly establish them as bona fide members of their respective association.
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